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The original Hindu civilization (Hinduism) was a logic-based peace-loving civilization 
that existed in India for tens of thousands of years.  It is now lost.  It was deliberately 
and totally destroyed by the Greeks.  It was replaced by the ignorance-based European 
civilization (Brahminism) introduced by the Greeks to rob India.

The Hindu and European civilizations were the exact opposites.  What is currently 
known as Hinduism is in fact Brahminism.  Hindu civilization (Hinduism) before the 
Greeks was a Scientific Method, not a religion.  The current India civilization after the 
Greeks is the ignorance-based European religion, worship of fictional gods and demons 
with supernatural powers, the exact opposite of Scientific Method.

Idolatry was a Greek invention.  Idolatry is the blind worship of fictional gods with 
supernatural powers.  It was the epitome of servitude.  It was a tool of powers that be to 
enslave.  In India, before the Greeks, there was no archeological evidence of idolatry.

Gods and Brahmin were alien to India.  They were introduced by the Greeks.  They were
falsely attributed to antiquity.  Real Brahmin lived only in Kashmir, not India.  They 
were the Greek mouthpieces.  They invented the fictional stories of gods to promote 
idolatry.  People in India who claimed to be Brahmin were impostors, the Greek stooges,
who were employed in the Greek run temple business to rob India.

The Indian version of the Greek idolatry was Brahminism.  Brahmin were the Greek 
mouthpieces.  Brahminism (ignorance) is the exact opposite of Hinduism (logic).

Hinduism was pure logic.  It never had a god (dogma, blind faith).  All knowledge was 
subject to logical scrutiny, nothing was sacred.  It had only textbooks on logic, no sacred
texts.  The so-called Hindu sacred texts are the recent Greek rubbish (Brahminism).  
They were falsely attributed to antiquity to ensnare the gullible Indians to servitude.

An analysis of DNA samples of the Indian populations has an entirely different story of 
the Indian history.  It is the exact opposite of what is currently taught in the history 
books.

Humans evolved in the Central Africa 200 thousand years ago.  Sixty thousand years 
ago, a subgroup evolved into an advanced logic-based civilization.  They were 
visionaries and adventurous pioneers who wanted to explore the new worlds.  They 
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voluntarily left Africa and moved to a perennial lake around the Mt. Trikuta in the 
Vindhyas.  The inexhaustible supply of rainwater at the Trikuta was the magnet that 
attracted the logic-based African visionaries.  They were the cream (intellectuals).

People who share the same DNA are called a Haplogroup.  Haplogroups are categorized 
from A to Z.

The advanced logic-based civilization that voluntarily left Africa sixty thousand years 
ago was the F group.  The people at the Trikuta were subgroups of the F: H, O, and J2b.  
They followed different rivers to reach the Trikuta, the headwaters.  They lost all contact
with Africa and evolved as a separate category of humans.  They were the exact opposite
of the civilizations that evolved in Africa.  They left Africa sixty thousand years ago.  
They were an advanced logic-based civilization before they voluntarily left Africa.

The people at the Trikuta were the native Indians, Hindu.  They were the F (H, O, J2b).  
They were the only people on the subcontinent.  The Trikuta was the only source of 
perennial rainwater on the subcontinent.  Ancient India was only the Trikuta.

The native Indians (Hindu) were compassionate and lived in peace and prosperity.  They
never had a war.  They never had the concepts of King, War, God, or Idolatry.  They 
were democratic republics with open borders.  They respected other peoples’ rights and 
property.  Peace and prosperity with fair trade was their political philosophy.  They lived
that way for sixty thousand years until the Greeks deliberately and totally destroyed their
civilization.  The logic-based Hindu civilization of sixty thousand years is now lost.

Six thousand years ago, a new category of humans evolved in the Russian Steppe.  They 
are the Europeans.  During the ice age, the Steppe was covered with glaciers.  The ice 
melted only recently and the European civilizations evolved only six thousand years 
ago.  They evolved from the primitive humans who followed animals to the Steppe.

Unlike the peace-loving native Indians at the Trikuta, the Europeans evolved to rob each
other for survival in the harsh Steppe climate.  Getting rich by robbing other people was 
their political philosophy.  They were constantly at war.  They were ignorance-based 
primitive humans, logic was beyond their comprehension.  It was their animal survival 
instinct to destroy all other forms of civilization.  The warmongering Europeans 
invented the concepts of King, War, God, and Idolatry to enslave people.

The category of humans who evolved in the Steppe, only six thousand years ago, are the 
Haplogroup R1.  The R1 was split into the subgroups: R1a, R1a1, and R1b.
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The R1a were the Eastern Europeans.  The R1a1 were the Central Europeans, Persians.  
The R1b were the Western Europeans, Greeks and British.

Six thousand years ago, humans lived at only three locations: Africa, Trikuta, and 
Europe (Russian Steppe).  They had nothing to do with each other.  They evolved as 
independent categories with no interaction.  They were geographically isolated.  The 
only thing they had in common was the human form.

Four thousand years ago, there was a global drought that lasted for almost two hundred 
years.  It rearranged the human history.  People scrambled to relocate to places with 
reliable water resources.  The Eastern Europeans (R1a) moved south to Kashmir.  The 
land from the current Kashmir up to Delhi was called Gandhara.  Kashmir and Gandhara
were separate regions.  The R1a moved to both Kashmir and Gandhara.  There was no 
reliable water source to the south of Delhi, until the Trikuta that was 500 miles away.

The Central Europeans (R1a1) moved south to Persia (Iran).  They did not move to 
Kashmir or Gandhara.

Brahmin were a subgroup of Persians (R1a1).  They were a cult.  They were delusional.  
They believed that they acquired supernatural powers through meditation (tapas).  They 
were considered uncivilized, unworthy of living in a civilized society, and were expelled
to Kashmir.  Brahmin, the R1a1 refugees, lived only in Kashmir, not Gandhara.  They 
were insignificant in number.  They lived in segregated enclaves.

Four thousand years ago, the native Indians (F) lived only at the Trikuta, the R1a lived 
only in Kashmir and Gandhara, and the R1a1 refugees lived only in Kashmir.  Gandhara 
and the Trikuta were separated by a 500 mile wide wasteland with no reliable water 
source to support human habitation.  The R1a in Gandhara and the F at the Trikuta were 
unaware of each other.

The current Indian political boundaries that include Kashmir and Gandhara was a recent 
Greek invention, to cover the combined land occupied by the Greeks.  It was the area 
robbed by the Greeks with idolatry.  The ancient India was only the Trikuta.

The R1a in Gandhara and the F at the Trikuta were the exact opposite civilizations.  
They were unaware of each other until the Greek occupation.  The R1a of Gandhara 
moved to Trikuta to follow the Greeks.

At present, the R1a DNA samples are found only in Gandhara, to the north of Delhi, and
near the Patna city (Bihar State), the former headquarters of the Greeks at the Trikuta.
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At present, the R1a1 DNA samples are practically nonexistent to the south of Delhi.  
The delusional Persian refugees (Brahmin) lived only in Kashmir.  A few were scattered 
in Gandhara in a location called the Kanyakubja, the former Greek headquarters.

The people in India who claim to be Brahmin have nothing to do with the Kashmir 
Brahmin (R1a1) who were financed by the Greeks to vandalize all the logic-based 
Hindu literature to worship manuals of fictional gods with supernatural powers.

The Greeks moved to Kashmir around 200 BCE.  They moved to Gandhara around 200 
CE.  They moved to the Trikuta around 500 CE.

All the books invented after 200 CE, composed in the Kashmir Sanskrit (Panini), were 
financed by the Greeks to deliberately and totally destroy the Hindu civilization at the 
Trikuta.  There was no archeological evidence of idolatry in India before the Greeks.

Brahmin, gods, demons, afterlife, kings, wars, and idolatry are a telltale evidence of the 
Greek financed vandalism invented to destroy the Hindu civilization of the last sixty 
thousand years that existed only at the Trikuta.

The Uttara Ramayana (500 CE), Bhagavata Purana (500 CE), Brahma Vivarta Purana 
(700 CE), Yajur Veda (200 CE), and the Epic Mahabharata (200 CE) were the Greek 
financed vandalism.  All of them were falsely attributed to antiquity.  Kashmir Brahmin 
(R1a1) never had intellect or logic.  They were fiction writers for hire.  They were Greek
mouthpieces.  Logic was beyond their comprehension.  They trashed the Indian logic of 
sixty thousand years to worship manuals of fictional gods with supernatural powers to 
promote the Greek idolatry.  They wanted the Greek money.  They were the paid thugs 
who assassinated the Hindu civilization.

Brahmin (R1a1) of ignorance were the exact opposite of Hindu (F) of logic.

Hinduism, the original Hindu (F) civilization of logic, that existed at the Trikuta for sixty
thousand years is now lost.  It was replaced by the recent Greek financed Brahminism 
(R1a1) of gods and demons with supernatural powers.
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